The Moon
represents our
happy factor.
When we feed our
Moon, we are
more fulfilled and
content. It
symbolizes
emotion, intuition,
and sensitivity.

The glyph for Cancer is reminiscent of a crab or human
breasts and represents Cancer’s nurturing, protective
nature. The glyph for the Moon is always shown in its
crescent phase and is the most easily identifiable of all
the astrological glyphs.

4th House:
Home, Family, Early Childhood, Nurturing Parent, Memories
Animal totems of Cancer are the crab and other
sea or land creatures with an exoskeleton, such
as the crayfish, lobster, and the Egyptian scarab
beetle. The octopus is a devoted mother and
elephants are known for their strong family
bonds. They have great memories and gather to
honor the death of a family member or friend of
the herd.

Moonstones vary
in color from
milky white to
iridescent blues.
These soothing
stones connect
us to feminine
energy and are
associated with
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Uplifting and balancing,
Jasmine is an
antidepressant and an
aphrodisiac. Called “the
Moonlight of the Grove” or
“Mistress of the Night” in
India, this exotic oil helps
you to access your
intuition and heightens
spiritual awareness. As the
perfume of love, it is
believed to have a
beneficial effect on frigidity
and impotence.
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« Spruce up your home
« Create a sacred space
« Enjoy old photo and
memory books
« Research your family
tree
« Visit your childhood
home, if possible
« Buy new bras
« Cook at home
« Enjoy comfort food
« Read (or write) a
memoir
« Cuddle
« Let go of an old hurt
« Get a seaweed wrap or
facial
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Cancer is similar to
the number 6 ~
sharing, family, and
community. 2 is the
number of the Moon,
signifying receptivity,
empathy, and
emotional availability.
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